Every ergodic transformation (X, 7, :~,/z) has an isomorphic system (Y, U, ~, v) which is uniquely ergodic and topologically mixing.
II #{I[T~xEA;O<=I<=n-1}-tx(A) <e. n
The sequence {Q,}7=~ has the following four properties:
(pl) O~ C O~+, for all i _-> 1, which means that 0~+I refines O~. This ensures that the inverse limit can be defined.
(p2) VT=~ Q~ = N, which means that the inverse limit is isomorphic to (x, T,~).
(p3) For each i ->_ 1, O~ is a uniform partition.
Whenever O is a uniform partition the symbolic system produced by (X, T, Q) is uniquely ergodic [2] . In Proposition 3.5, it is proved that the inverse limit of uniquely ergodic systems is also uniquely ergodic. This ensures that (Y, U) is uniquely ergodic. This means that the symbolic system produced by (X, T, Q,) is topologically mixing. In Proposition 3.6 it is proved that the inverse limit of topologically mixing systems is also topologically mixing. This ensures that (Y, U) is topologically mixing too.
Each partition of the sequence {0~}7-. is defined as a limit of a sequence {O~}i~. This sequence will be built by repeated use of Proposition 3.3. In this proposition there is a construction of a partition P which is an "improvement" of a given partition /5, in the sense of uniformity and topological mixing. For Proposition 3.3 the m-universal property is required. DEFINITION 2.2. Let m be an integer and /5 a partition. 15 is m-universal if there is a set S in "-t V,=~ T-'/5 and two relatively prime integers p, q, so that tt(TPS n S)>0 and tt(TqS n S)>0.
When 15 has the m-universal property, one can improve 15 by changing it into P without enlarging the set of the m-names. The fact that the P -m-names are included in the set of/3 -m-names ensures that the former are as "good" as the latter, while there is a certain integer which is greater than m, for which the P-names are "better" than the /3-names.
The improvement of 15 in the proof of Proposition 3.3 is achieved in three steps. In the first step we improve /3 (in the sense of uniformity) and get the partition Q which is improved (in the sense of topological mixing) by R without spoiling its uniformity. Finally, in the third step R is modified by a small amount in order to get the partition P which has the good properties of R, but also an additional property, namely the ~-universal property of some integer a. It is this additional property that makes possible the repeated use of Proposition 3.3.
Each one of the improvements is achieved by replacing "good" words for "bad" words. Proposition 3.1 ensures the existence of "good" words with sufficient length. Its proof is mainly based on the m-universal property and on the Ergodic Theorem. Proposition 3.2 is needed for the second step of Proposition 3.3. This proposition ensures that R can improve Q in the sense of topological mixing without enlarging the set of m-names.
Notations and Proofs of Propositions
In all the following notations P and Q are partitions of X, w, x, y are words, m,n EN and e>0. 
E(P) = UT , F, (e).
3.3. I wl is the length of the word w.
3.4. If I wl = m, w is an m-word.
3.5. xwy is the joining together of the words x, w and y to form one word.
3.6. w is a subword of z whenever there are two words x, y such that either xwy = z, xw = z, or wy=z.
3.7. w is an m-subword of x, if w is a subword of x and w is an m-word.
3.8. P C Q means that Q refines P.
If IPf=IQI=n, then d(P,Q)=ET=~Iz(PiAQ,).
This is the distance between P and Q.
3.10. If P and Q are finite then P C~ Q means that there is a partition Q' c_ Q such that d(P, Q') <= e.
3.11. If P is finite, then P C_, Q means that for every finite partition R C_ Q that satisfies I R I <---I P I there is a partition R' C~ P such that R' C_ R.
In Proposition 3.1 it will be shown that when P is an m-universal partition one can find for any x, y G F,, (P) words of any sufficiently large length, with head x and tail y, say xwy, such that any m-subword of xwy is in F~ (P). Furthermore, xwy can be chosen so as to ensure that its statistics will be "good".
Fix a partition P. DEFINITION 3.1. A word z = (zz,..., zt) has good P -(e, k, n) statistics if for every (x0,..., xk-~) = x E Fk (P) and 0 <_-s =< I -n + 2 -k the following holds:
In other words, for any word x ~ Fk (P) the distribution of x in any n-subword of z is close to its measure in the symbolic system produced by (X, T, P).
REMARK 3.1. O is a uniform partition of (X, T,N) if for any e >0 and k E N, there is an integer n such that all the words in F,(O) have good O -(e, k, n) statistics. (
ii) For each z E E every m-subword of z is in Fm (P).
(iii) Each z E E has good P-(e, k, n) statistics.
PROOF. P is an m-universal partition, so that there are two relatively prime numbers p, q and three words: x E F,, (P), z (where I z I = P -m), and w (where ] w ] = q -m), such that xzx E Fp+,~ (P) and xwx E Fq+~ (P). Because p and q are relatively prime, there is an integer i, so that for any s >-i one can get an s-word v, by concatenating xz and xw together, vs will have the property that all its m-subwords are in F,. (P). The ergodicity of T and the Ergodic Theorem ensure the existence of a word y, so that the word xyx E E+,,, for some r, and the word xy has good P -(e/4, k, r) statistics. and so on. We can find a number t such that each of these listed words with length greater than t has good P -(e/2, k, t) statistics. This will occur when the number of times that xy appears is much larger than Max~a~÷,_, ] v~l. Call these words u~, ui., .... (j -> t), where ]uj I = J.
Since T is ergodic, it follows that (a) For every u E Fro(P) there is a word u', so that uu'x ~ E(P) (recall Notation 3.2).
(
b) For every w ~F,.(P) there is a word w', so that xw'w EE(P). Fix two words u and w in F,, (P). For any s => t, u~ has good P -(e/2, k, t) statistics. Therefore, there are two integers h(u, w) and t(u, w) s.t. if h >= h(u, w)
then the word uu'u,xw'w has good P -(e/4, k, t(u, w)) statistics. Choose an n larger than Max,,~Fm~p~t(u, w) and big enough to ensure that for all u, w F,,(P) the words UU'UhXW'W have good P-(e, k, n) statistics whenever h > Max,.wEFm~P~ h(u, w) =/~. Let l' be the maximum between n and/~. Finally define
The set E and the integer I satisfy the requirement of the Proposition.
Q.E.D.
REMARK 3.2. The m-universal property of P is required to get (i) of Proposition 3.1. This means that for all l' ~ l there is z E E, etc. If P lacks this property one can employ the same technique in order to get a weaker version of the proposition. Conditions (ii) and (iii) will remain valid without any change and (i) will take the following form: there are infinitely many l' >_ l for which there is z E E, etc. This weaker form is an equivalent to the key lemma of Jewett [3] , and of Bellow-Furstenberg [1] . Proposition 3.2 is a technical one. Its conclusion will be needed in the proof of Part II of Proposition 3.3. Furthermore, the sets TtA',+k, 0 < k < i, 0 < 1 < n + k -1 are pairwise disjoint. Define
It can be immediately shown that these sets satisfy the proposition.
O.E.D.
The next proposition deals with partition improvement in the sense of topological mixing and uniformity, without spoiling the universality which is helpful in Proposition 3.1. 
(i) F,. (P) C F,, (P).
(ii) Each word in F~ (P) has a good P -(e, k, fi) statistics. (iii) The distance between /5 and P is less than 6. (iv) P is an fi-universal partition. Because of (b) and the definition of Q, F,, (Q) c F,, (/5). According to (c) and the definition of Q, all the points in H,*~ have good /5_ (e/8, k, n) statistics. Since d(/3, Q)< g/3-< _ e/24k, all the points of H,*, have good Q -(e/6, k, n) statistics. By choosing a sufficiently large h we can ensure that all the points of X will have good O-(e/4, k, ~/) statistics.
Part II. Now we construct the partition R by changing Q on a set of measure less than g/3. R will satisfy (v) of the proposition without spoiling Q in the sense that it satisfies properties (i) and (ii) In the description of the partition R we shall use the following notation. If x is a word and 0= < s ---t < Ix l then x(s, t) will be the (t -s + l)-subword of x which starts with its s'th index. The partition R will be defined as follows: The first and the last m-subwords of the Q-/3-name of h E Bq are not changed. In addition, all the rn-subwords of t~j are included in F,, (/5). After doing the same for every/3 -> a, we will have, for every x~, x i E Fm (/5), words in E(R) with head xi, tail x,, and with any length exceeding l'= 1 +2m -1.
We
have also F,.(/5)C_F,,(R)C_E,(Q)UFm(/5)=F,.(/5). Thus, F,,(R)= F,. (/5).
Part III. In this part we construct the final partition P that differs from R on a set of measure less than 6/3. The partition P will be constructed so as to be an fi-universal. P will differ from Q only in the/3-names of points of a few of the C ~ sets. This will ensure that the topological mixing achieved at Q will not be spoiled by P.
Take some sequence of mutually relatively-prime integers: ql < q2 < q3 < • • • and a word x E F,, (/5). Since /5 is an m-universal partition, for every q~ _-> 2m + l + fi there is a word u~ = xw~ such that uix ~ E(P) and I xw, I = q~. There are i and j (j > i) that satisfy u~ (0, fi -1) = us (0, fi -1), i.e. the first fi-subwords of u~ and of uj are equal.
Let y be the R -y-name of points in C ~ (where y = q, + 2m + 2l + fi) and let z be the R-~-name of the points in C" (where o'=qj+2m+2l+fi). By Proposition 3.1 there are words a~, b~, a, b, each of which is of length l, so that the four words below are in E(/5, e/2, k, m):
y(y-m,y-1), z(O,m-1)ajx, u)(h-m, fi-l)biz(cr-m, cr-1 ).

P will be defined as follows: (1) On X\(I,.J','~,I T'C 'r 0 I,.J~-,', T'C"), P will coincide with R.
(2) The P-y-name of the points in C * will be defined as:
The P-or-name of the points in C" will be defined as:
z(O, m -1)ajxwjuj(O, fi -1)biz(tr -m, tr -1).
Notice that xw, ui (O, fi -1) = xw,xw~ (O, fi -m -1) and that xwju, (O, h -1) = xwixw~ (O, F~ -m -1).
Summary of the proof:
(a) For changes we use only words in E(/5, e/8, k,m), so that F,,(P)C_
F,.(P)U F.,(R)= F.,(/5).
(b) Had fi been asserted big enough, at the end of Part I, the good O-(e/4, k,t~) statistics of Part I would have degenerated into good R -(e/2, k, fi) statistics after Part II (recall d(O, R) < 6]3 <= e/24k), and into good P-(e, k, h)statistics after Part III (recall d(R, P)< e/24k too). 
PROOF. Clear.
The next propositions, 3.5 and 3.6, deal with the properties of the inverse limit. O.E.D.
Proof of the Theorem
In this section we will build the partitions Q,, Q2 .... with the properties (pl}-(p4) as sketched in Section 2. The partition Q, will be defined as the limit of Q, the sequence { '~'}i~-We shall build the partition Q1 inductively. At stage k we will construct the partitions Q~, Q~ ..... Q~, and we will define two integers Ix and mk and two reals 6k and ~k.
Let {e~},=2 be a sequence of positive numbers that very quickly converges to zero (in particular, Vi>~e j < e~ for each i, and ie~--->O). Let Q,,Q2 .... be a sequences of partitions so that V~=, Q, = ~. W.l.o.g/it can be assumed that 0~ C_ 02 and, furthermore, that 0, and 02 are both topologically independent.
This means that if l => 1 and R, S E Q~ (i = 1,2), then t~(T'R n S)>0.
To begin the inductive process let mo = 0, 0~ = 0~, and l~ = m, = 7, = ~ = e~ = 1. Assume that after the k-th stage we have two finite sequences of integers, {l~}k=, and {rn,}~=o, where
Assume also that we have sequences {6~}~=~ and {~,}~=~ so that and 6, _-< e~ (i _-< k The only thing we have to check about k = 1 is (b5). However, O 1 , is topologically independent, so that it holds.
O~ ..... Ok+~ and the At the (k + 1)-th stage we shall construct the partitions k+, k+~ numbers lk+,, ink+,, 8k+,, "Ok+~ so that they satisfy (bl)-(b6) when the latter refer to k + 1 instead of to k. Of is an mk-universal partition. Therefore according to Proposition 3.4 there is a partition Q*+,, such that d(Q*+~, 0~+,)< ek+~ and that the partition Pk+, = Of v QL, is an ink-universal partition. By Proposition 3.1 there is a set E = E(P~+l, ek<,k +l,mk) and an integer l = l(Pk+~, ek.,, k + 1, ink) which satisfy that proposition. Define (3) lk*l = Max{/, lk + 2mk ~} + I, This result and (b5) give the proof of (d5).
The last property is (d6) By the definition of Q~+', i= 1 ..... k + 1 and by (b6) it follows that O{c_ O~+, (i<j<_-k+l).
After the inductive process is finished we have the partitions {Q~}~N.i=>~. By (d3) the following holds:
Hence there is, for each i, a partition Qi such that QF--> Q~ as j---> ~. Now we are able to proceed with the proof that the sequence {Q,}7< has the properties (pl)-(p4) mentioned in Section 2.
(pl) (d6) implies that Q, C Q,+,, i = 1,2 ..... (p2) We will first prove that O~ C_ Q~. Then, it will follow that in the case where {e~} shrinks very fast and (p4) To prove that the symbolic system induced by (X, T, Q~) is topologically mixing, take R, S ~ Q{O for some r E N, and take u > l, + 2m,_1. It will be shown that tz(T"R n S)>0.
The sequence {/k} was defined in a way that l, > 1~-i +2ink_2 for each k _->2: Therefore there is an integer s >_-r, so that Is + 2m~ , <_--u < 1~+1 + 2m~. 
~(T"R n S)>= ~(T"R' N S')-(T"R' A T°R ) -~(S' ~ S) = Ix(T"R'O S')-tx(R'A R)-tx(S'A S)
_-> r1~/2-28~ • s > ~/2-s • r~.~/2'-' "-~(I
